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‘Editors Choice - Traveling Companion’ 
Monocle Mediterraneo 

‘When they look this good, why overcomplicate it?’

‘This season's best swimwear...look towards Danish Pond Cph.’ 

‘Pond Cph are setting the standard for modern urban swimwear’ 



Scandi-brand challenges Aussie home field  
The Scandinavian trailblazers of the much-heralded ‘return of the speedo’ 
phenomenon celebrate the start of spring down-under by announcing their full 
range of already best-selling swimwear. Featured by Monocle Magazine, Euroman & 
The Quality Edit, Pond Copenhagen is ready to take over speedo-country no1 with 
their Scandinavian lineup of budgie smugglers to rock this season.  

Pond Copenhagen was born in 2021 to challenge the conservative men’s swimwear 
market with a dedicated, functional and urban approach. Stemming from a pure joy 
of urban dipping, possible year-round in Copenhagen’s clean city harbour, the 
brand just dropped its full range of eco-friendly swimmers, the classic swim 
brief cut taking centre stage. 

One style. Three cuts. Multiple colours. 
The Pond swimwear collection is based on one distinct style-design, fabric and 
bespoke features - best expressed in the best-selling POND1 Essential Cut Swim 
Brief. However, to accommodate different tastes and body types, the collection 
also features POND2 Square Cut and POND3 Racer Cut. All three cuts are available 
in several block colours with contrasting paracord drawstring.  

Providing a perfect fit for all male body types while striking a balance between 
coverage and full freedom of movement has been the ultimate design goal for the 
team. Combined with unique features like the fast tightening cord stopper and a 
side loop, Pond Copenhagen may have just re-invented the classic swim trunk.   

The One Swim Brief You’ll Need 
Pond Copenhagen has already seen its slimline trunks become a mainstay of 
fashionable city lidos, sandy beaches and swimming pools all over Europe and 
even in Australia. Latest cemented by being featured as ‘Editors Choice - 
Traveling Companion’ by Monocle Magazine Mediterraneo. 

As the brand’s vision is ‘The One Swim Brief You'll Ever Need’, each item is 
manufactured to the highest standards to deliver on that promise. Made from a 
premium, durable recycled fabric, cut and stitched by hand in Portugal, saving 
up to 45% CO2. And by eschewing plastic packaging, and making only small batches 
the brand is able to massively cut down its carbon footprint to help preserve 
our precious oceans. 

For pack shots, lend outs, interview requests and any other information, please 
contact: CEO & CO-FOUNDER, Mikkel Bechshøft, +45 6060  4473 / mikkel@pondcph.dk  

Official Online Store 
pondcph.com  
@pondcph 
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SS22 POND1 - Marino Blue



SS22 POND3 - Urban Sand
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